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CICG ITEMS COMPOSITION DISPOSAL IN 
GENEVA 

GreeningtheBRSCOPs 

Water cups Paper Recycling ➔ PREVENT - Bring your reusable cup.
➔ RECYCLE - Dispose of the paper cup in the paper recycling bin.

Hot drink cups Bamboo Incineration ➔ PREVENT - Opt for reusable cups of the cafeteria/ OR bring your own mug.

Disposable cutlery Polylactic Acid Incineration ➔ PREVENT - Opt for reusable cutlery of the cafeteria.

Sandwich wrap Polylactic Acid and 
paper 

Incineration ➔ RECOVERY - Dispose of the sandwich wrap in the waste bin for incineration.

Packaging for snacks Plastic (type) Incineration ➔ PREVENT - Opt for healthier and unpacked snacks such as seasonal and local fruits.
➔ RECOVERY - Dispose of the plastic packaging in the waste bins.

Drink bottles Plastic (PET) Recycling ⚠ Reuse alternative not in place yet!!! Consider REFUSING!
➔ RECYCLING - Dispose of it in the PET recycling bin.

Drink bottles Aluminum Recycling ⚠ Reuse alternative not in place yet!!! Consider REFUSING!
➔ RECYCLING - Dispose of it in the aluminum recycling bin.

Glass containers Glass The glass containers are REUSABLE. They need to be reused several times to break even with 
other single use alternatives. 

➔ Please return them to the cafeteria.

Verrines for cocktails Polylactic Acid The verrines for cocktails and cutlery are made of PLA. They can be washed and REUSED if the 
product does not show signs of damage or breakage, and if it continues to perform its function in 
accordance with hygiene and safety standards. 

➔ Please don’t dispose of it! The caterer will take it back.

Food waste in the 
café le 6eme 

continent on the 
ground floor 

Incineration Food loss is responsible for up to 10% of the global greenhouse gases emissions. 

⚠ the venue does not have selective collection of organic waste in the café le 6eme continent on
the ground floor.

➔ Please dispose of eventual food waste in the waste bin.


